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Tunnels had been cut through the conglomerate. Conglomerate rock is a common sedi ment ary
rock. Type: clastic.

Color: variable. Texture: rounded pebble to cobble sized grains (ftner

grained matrix). Origin: river and glacial deposits. Common material: quartz, fe ldspars, micas,
calcite, clays. Use: building material.
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Age of conglomerate sedimentation: over 32.000 years. This prajection is based on a piece of
wood found in conglomerate (140 meters fram the entrance, 5 meters below the surface, one
meter above the layer of clay/marl). Radiocarbon dating of the wood performed in Germa ny
(Christian-Albrechts University in Kiel) has shown the age of 32.000 years and dating in Poland
(University of Technology in Gliwice) has shown the age of 34.000 years. The sediment has not
been deposited very long time aga because of lots of visible open spaces/pores.
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"Archaeological pa rk: Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun" Foundation has been cleaning and securing
the existing tunnel network. All tunnels have been sealed off with the gravel and sand from the
river beds in t he distant past and it creates another mystery: beside the question who bu ilt th e
tunnels th ere is a new one - who blocked them off and why? This flll in material is different than
the conglomerate rock in density, but the content is the same.
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Du ring the cleaning process (2007-2010) fill -in material is taken out tens of meters aw ay f rom
the entrance to the "Ravne" tunnels.
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Deta il of the fill-in material c1early shows pebbles made up of fragments of differe nt rocks and
the roundness of the grains.
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Detail from the block from the Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun, Northern side: pebbles of different
size and from different rocks, the grains are rounded.
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Detail fram the blocks fram the Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun, Northern side: pebbles are used as
a building material. Rough cemented concrete blocks are covered by a finer layer, same
material.
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Sa mpies of blocks from the Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun have been investigated in five scient ific
institutions (tour Bosnian institutions: Institute for Materials from University of Zenica; Institute
for Construction and Material fram University of Sarajevo; Civil Enginee ri ng Institute from
Tuzla; Companv "Geoprajekt" fram Tuzla; also, "Politecnico di Torino" fram ItaIV). TheV all
confirmed praperties of the artificial cemented concrete where clay was used as a binding
material.

Hardness of the concrete fram the Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun (74-133 MPs) is superior tha n
modern concrete material (10-40 MPs); water absorption (1%) is also superior to modern
concrete (up to 3%).
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CONCLUSIONS:

Valley of the Pyramids during the construction of underground tunnel
coat the Bosn
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